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N The figures ln the margln lndlcate
' .full marks for the questlons.

1. Answer the following as directed : (ang ten)
1x10=1O

(a) What do you mean bY tut vertex'?

(b) Define recursive of a function.

(c) What are predicates ?

(d) Define a partially-ordered relation.

(e) Every connected graph has maximum
two spanning tree. (State true or false)

Contd.



(g)

(h)

(t)

(i)

(k)
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Every tree with two or more vertices is

Define pigeonhole principle.

Define a Binary tree.

What is an antisymmetric relation ?

Define the Big-O notation.

Translate the following statement into
mathematical logic :

"Some real numbers are rational,

(l) What is countably infinite set ?

(m) How many vertices are there in a tree
with 20 edges ?

(n) Explain what it means for a function to
be o (t).

(o) Explain what it means for a function to
be C2 (1).

Answer angffue of the following: 2x5=10

(a) In how many different ways, the letters
of the word "GUWAHATI" can be
arranged in a row if

0 the two A's are together ?

@ the two 'A's are not together ?

Define minimal spanning tree.

What is the 'nullity' and 'rank' of a
complete graph of n-vertices ?

a 2.

(b)

(c)

(d) Show that x2 +4x+17 is O(rt)butthat

,3 is not 6(12 +ax+LT).

Define the Recurrence tree. How does the

tree method help Recurrence relations ?

Define the Quantifier in a logic.

Derive the Recurrence relation for the

following positive integers :

3, 6, 12, 24,48, .....

Show that the following logical
expression are equivalent

Pu - Q= [(P n Q)v(Pn - O)"(- P" - A)l
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3. Answer ang Jour of the following : 5x4=2O

(a) Use the principle of mathernatical
induction to veriff that

1+3+ 32 +.....+3n-l = 
3n -1

2

(b) Define equivalence relation. If relation

R = {(1, r),(2,s),(s, 2),(2,2),(1, g) (s,r) (e, s)}

on set A = {L,2,3}, determine whether
R is a equivalence relation or not ?

(c) What are isomorphism of two graphs ?
Show that the two graphs in7tg. I is not
isomorphic.

Determine whether the following

*gr*"rt is valid or not

(t) P+q
2
-q

(it Pv q

- Dvf
qvr

l,et kbe a positive integer' show that

lk +2k+.....rr* i" o("*.t)

Deline the following terms in a graph

with diagrams :

Path, Walk, CYcle' AdjacencY matrix'

degree of a vertex'

@ Determine whether each of the following

relations are reflexive' symmetric and

transitive'

0 R = {(', Y):3x-A =o} in the set

a = tL 2,3""'12'13\

(it R = t(r, U)z ais divisible bY x ) in

the set A--\1,2'g'4'5' 6)

(e)

(f)

(s)

A

cc
Fig. 1

(d) Solve the lst order linear recurrence for
Qn+L=3an+4, Qt=2,
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4. Answer ang four of the following : 1Ox4=40

(a) (t) What is Hamiltonian circuit of a
connected graph ? Find the
Hamiltonian circuit using

. Backtracking approach for the
given graph : S

(b) 0

Define the following terms with an
example for each planar graph :

Incidence matrix, complement of a
graph, pendant vertex and Euler
graph. 5

When is a statement formula said
to be tautolory ?

Show that [(p + q)n p]+ q is a
tautologr. 5

What do you mean by normal form
in logic ? Express p -+ (qn r) in
(0 Disjunctive normal form (dnf)

(ii) Conjunctive normal form (cnf)
5
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Find tle adjacency malr.ix.for lte
following two graPh and determrne

;; ih;; "r" 
I"o*orPhic " 

6

Z

Consider the following :

pixiseven
q : x is divisible bY 4'

Write the following statements in

logical form :

(a) x is even or x is divisible bY 4

iU x is even iff it is divisible bY 4

i"i x is neither even or divisible by 4

iO if xis even, then itis divisible by 4

4

Give abig-O estimate of tJle product

of the lirit nodd positive inte8er',

(c) 0

2

B

c

@ (it

(tt)

(d) 0
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T(") = 1 , n=lr(") = zr(n-r)', ,)ii.op")
5

(e) (r) Define the ,set difference, and's5rmmetric differen".; ;;;; 3.t"
1?, usins Venn --ai"!r"-
representation)

@ Lf ":{r, 2, a}, B = {s, o}, c = {2,3},then find

(il (c"a)- (e" a)

(ii) A@B@c
4+6=19

(n 0 What is the difference betweenpermutation and combinatio" i 
_.

(u) 
{lj1aen, plv. two apples, fouror€mges and three mangoes from aperson who had live aplte",-;;;;;
oranges and six mangoes- How manvchoices does the 

"tr-a.rri ;;;;;*,,
4+6=19
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@ Show that
equation,

for the recurrence (g) (t) Construct the truth tables for the

following ; 5

(il - Pvq+-q

(ii) -(pnq)"-(q*p)

(it) Show that the following pairs of
propositions are logicallY
equivalent: 5

(i) -(P"q) "ttd 
-Pv-q

(ii) pv(pnq) and s

(h) 0 Show that

L2 +22 +32 +.....+ nz =n(n+LYn+1), n2L

by mathematical induction. 5

(u) Find the first four terms of each of

the following recurrence relations :

(i) ax=2a*-r *k, for allintegersk>2,Qt=l
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(ii) ap = k(ay_rY fo, all integers k > \ ao=t (it)

5

(t) (il prove that a tree with n_vertices has
(" -t) edges.

@ From the following weighted graph,
find the minimum distance between
vertex Vl andV*.

5+5=10

Among a grouP of students' 30

studY PhY"i"", 35 studY chemistry

and 2O studY maths' If 6 of these

students studY PhYsics and

chemistrY, 8 students studY

chemistrY and mathematics' 5

studY PhYsics and mathematics

,rra i studY PhYsics' chemistry and

mathematics' Find the number of

students 
s+5=10

0 State and prove the principle of
inclusion and exclusion fortwo sets
A and B.
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